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BACKGROUND

▰ Why am I speaking about this?
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▰ A quick overview of Computer Vision (CV) tasks and challenges
▰ Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks and challenges
▰ Challenges in combining both
▰ Representations learning in CV
▰ Representation learning in NLP
▰ Combining both
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▰ Massive models 

▻ Dataset of 1M+images 

▻ For multiple days
▰ Automates feature engineering

▰ Use cases

▻ Fashion

▻ Security

▻ Medicine

▻ …

CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORKS 
(CNN)



▰ Incorporates local and global information
▰ Use cases

▻ Medical

▻ Security

▻ Autonomous Vehicles

EXTRACTING INFORMATION

@arthur_ouaknine



▰ Pose Estimation
▰ Scene Parsing
▰ 3D Point cloud estimation

ADVANCED APPLICATIONS

Insight Fellow Project with Piccolo

Felipe Mejia
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▰ Traditional NLP tasks

▻ Classification (sentiment analysis, spam detection, code classification)
▰ Extracting Information

▻ Named Entity Recognition, Information extraction
▰ Advanced applications

▻ Translation, sequence to sequence learning

NLP



▰ Sequence to sequence models are still often too 
rough to be deployed, even with sizable datasets

▻ Recognized Tosh as a swear word

▰ They can be used efficiently for data augmentation

▻ Paired with other latent approaches

SENTENCE PARAPHRASING

Victor Suthichai
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▰ Prime language model with features 
extracted from CNN

▰ Feed to an NLP language model
▰ End-to-end

▻ Elegant

▻ Hard to debug and validate

▻ Hard to productionize

IMAGE CAPTIONING

A horse is standing in a field with a fence in the background.



CODE GENERATION

Ashwin Kumar

§ Harder problem for humans

- Anyone can describe an image

- Coding takes specific training

§ We can solve it using a similar model

§ The trick is in getting the data!



▰ These methods mix and match different architectures
▰ The combined representation is often learned implicitly

▻ Hard to cache and optimize to re-use across services

▻ Hard to validate and do QA on
▰ The models are entangled

▻ What if we want to learn a simple joint representation?

BUT DOES IT SCALE?



Image Search



Goals

§ Searching for similar images to an input image

- Computer Vision: (Image → Image)

§ Searching for images using text & generating tags for images

- Computer Vision + Natural Language Processing: (Image ↔ Text)

§ Bonus: finding similar words to an input word

- Natural Language Processing: (Text → Text)
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Image Based Search

Let’s build this!



Dataset

Credit to Cyrus Rashtchian, Peter Young, Micah Hodosh, and Julia Hockenmaier for the dataset.

§ 1000 images

- 20 classes, 50 images per class

§ 3 orders of magnitude smaller than usual deep 
learning datasets

§ Noisy



WHICH CLASS?



DATA PROBLEMS

Bottle L



A FEW APPROACHES

§ Ways to think about searching for similar images



IF WE HAD INFINITE DATA

§ Train on all images
§ Pros: 

- One Forward Pass (fast inference)
§ Cons: 

- Hard too optimize
- Poor scaling
- Frequent Retraining



SIMILARITY MODEL

§ Train on each image pair
§ Pros: 

- Scales to large datasets
§ Cons: 

- Slow
- Does not work for text
- Needs good examples



EMBEDDING MODEL

§ Find embedding for each image
§ Calculate ahead of time
§ Pros: 

- Scalable
- Fast

§ Cons: 
- Simple representations



Mikolov et Al. 2013

WORD EMBEDDINGS



LEVERAGING A PRE-TRAINED MODEL



HOW AN EMBEDDING LOOKS



PROXIMITY SEARCH IS FAST

How do you find the 5 most similar images to a given one when you 

have over a million users?

▰Fast index search

▰Spotify uses annoy (we will as well)

▰Flickr uses LOPQ

▰Nmslib is also very fast

▰Some rely on making the queries approximate in order to make them 

fast



PRETTY IMPRESSIVE!

IN OUT



FOCUSING OUR SEARCH

§ Sometimes we are only interested in part of the image.

§ For example, given an image of a cat and a bottle, we might be only interested in similar cats, not similar bottles.

§ How do we incorporate this information



IMPROVING RESULTS: STILL NO TRAINING

§ Computationally expensive approach:
- Object detection model first

- (We don’t do this)

- Image search on a cropped image
- (We don’t do this)

§ Semi-Supervised approach:
- Hacky, but efficient!

- re-weighing the activations

- Only use the class of interest to re-
weigh embeddings



EVEN BETTER

IN OUT
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GENERALIZING

§ We have added some ability to guide the search, but it is limited to classes our model was initially trained on

§ We would like to be able to use any word

§ How do we combine words and images? 



Mikolov et Al. 2013

WORD EMBEDDINGS



SEMANTIC TEXT!

§ Load a set of pre-trained vectors (GloVe)
- Wikipedia data

- Semantic relationships

§ One big issue:
- The embeddings for images are of size 4096

- While those for words are of size 300 

- And both models trained in a different fashion

§ What we need: Joint model!
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Inspiration



TIME TO TRAIN

Image à Image Image à Text



IMAGE à TEXT

§ Re-train model to predict the word vector
- i.e. 300-length vector associated with cat

§ Training
- Takes more time per example than image à class

- But much faster than on Imagenet (7 hours, no GPU)

§ Important to note
- Training data can be very small: ~1000 images

- Miniscule compared to Imagenet (1+ Million images)

§ Once model is trained
- Build a new fast index of images

- Save to disk

How do you 
think this 
model will 
perform?



IMAGE à TEXT



GENERALIZED IMAGE SEARCH WITH MINIMAL 
DATA

IN: “DOG” OUT



SEARCH FOR WORD NOT IN DATASET

IN: “OCEAN” OUT



SEARCH FOR WORD NOT IN DATASET

IN: “STREET” OUT



MULTIPLE WORDS!



MULTIPLE WORDS!

IN: “CAT SOFA” OUT



Learn More: 
Find the repo on Github!



Next steps

§ Incorporating user feedback
- Most real world image search systems use user clicks as a signal

§ Capturing domain specific aspects
- Often times, users have different meanings for similarity

§ Keep the conversation going
- Reach me on Twitter @EmmanuelAmeisen



www.insightdata.ai/apply

EMMANUEL AMEISEN
Head of AI, ML Engineer

@emmanuelameisen

emmanuel@insightdata.ai

bit.ly/imagefromscratch



CV Approaches

White-box Algorithms Black-Box Algorithms

@Andrey Nikishaev



▰ NLP Classification is generally more shallow

▻ Logistic Regression/Naïve Bayes

▻ Two layer CNN
▰ This is starting to change

▻ The triumph of pre-training and transfer learning

CLASSIFICATION


